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Let 5= {si, s2, • • • } be a set of positive integers. Then the density

of S (denoted by d(S)) is the lim„_M S(n)/n, if the limit exists, where

S(n) is the number of integers in 5 that are less than or equal to n.

Clearly, if A is an arithmetic progression of difference a, then

d(A) = l/a.
If we consider the algebra consisting of all finite unions of arith-

metic progressions, then it can easily be shown that the density func-

tion is a finitely additive measure on this algebra. The chief obstruc-

tion to our knowledge about the density function lies in the fact that

the density does not extend to the cr-algebra. In certain cases, how-

ever, it does. This paper is concerned with those cases; and in particu-

lar with the arithmetic progressions A( with differences a{ satisfying

the following condition

(1) d(\\A0 = n (1 -1/«0

where the intersection and product run through » = 1, 2, 3, • • • and

where A, denotes the complement of At. It will be shown if the pre-

ceding condition is satisfied that one can give fairly simple expres-

sions for the density of f\Ai in an arithmetic progression, if the density

exists in that progression. It seems to be true that if (1) holds then

d((r\Ai)r\B) exists for any arithmetic progression B although I do

not see how to prove it.

Let {ax, ctt, • • • } be a set of pairwise relatively prime positive

integers. Let At be the set of all positive multiples of at. Put 5 = V\A~i.

We shall prove the following general theorem on the density of SC\B,

where B is the set of all positive multiples of b ior an arbitrary positive

integer b.

Theorem. Let b = b'qxq2 • • ■ q, where b' is (for each i) relatively prime

to (at/qO and qk is the greatest common divisor of b and ak. Then if

d(s) = n (i - ia.),
we must also have

*cBn5)-in(*^)ii<i-i/-o
o   k-i \ ak — 1 /

if the density of BC\S exists.
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Proof. Let | A | denote the number of elements in any set A. Also

let In = {1, 2, • • • n} he the set containing the first n integers.

Put 5r = nj_i^4,- and Sr(n) = | 5rP\7„|. We consequently have by

virtue of the definition of density

d(S) =  lim — ( lim Sr(n))
n->«    n   \r—>■» /

Since d(S) exists (by assumption) it does not matter through what

sequence of n we reach our limit, as long as we choose n constantly

increasing.

Let Wj= Hi_i ai- We then have,

d(S) =  lim -( lim Sr(bnj))-
y-» «>  bnj \ r->» /

But Avr\Ibnj=Iimj for v^bnj since A{ contains all the integers less

than a, for each i. Hence,

lim Sr(bn/) = Shnj(bnf)
r—♦«

= Sjibnf)-Xib,j),

where XQ), j) is the error.

On making use of the exclusion-inclusion principle, we see that

Sjibnf) = b II (a, - 1).
t=i

Putting all this back into the expression for density yields

diS) = II (1 - !/«<) -  lim Xib,j)/nj,
J-.M

and since diS) = H(l — 1/ai) by assumption, this makes

(2) lim Xib,j)/nj = 0.

Now, let Sr(73, n) = | Srr\BrMn\ - Then

diBC\S) =  lim -( lim SriB, bnj))
y->»  bnj \ r-»» /

1
=  lim -— iStnjiB, bnj))

y->»  bnj

as before. We now put
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StnjiB, bnj) = SjiB, bnj) - X^bJ)

where Xx(b,j) ^X(b,j) for ally. Making use of the exclusion-inclusion

principle once again, we see that

b -JL aic/qk — 1 -.7
SjiB, b»j) = - n     , n («.; -1).

b  i=.i     Ok — 1    f-i

Therefore,

diB H S) = ^ JI ak/<lk ~ 1II (1 - I/a*) -  lim Xib,j)/ni,
b  k=i    ak — 1 y->«

and since Xx(6, j) =X(&, j), this makes (by equation (2))

lim X1(b,j)/ni = 0. Q.E.D.
y—»

Corollary (1). iei {ai, a2, • • • } 6e a se/ 0/ pairwise relatively

positive integers with At denoting the set of positive multiples of a,-.

Also, let Xk denote the number of integers less than Hf a, which are not

divisible by any a<, 0 < j = &, and divisible by some aj where k <j ^ Hf a,-.

Then if (1) holds, we must also have

X*
hm -= 0.

1

Proof. The proof follows immediately from the proof of the pre-

ceding theorem (by equation (2)) if we can show that

(3) Xk = Sk(nk) - Snk(nk) = X(l, *).

But the right side of (3) is just what we mean by Xk. Q.E.D.

As an application of the theorem we consider the problem of finding

the density of squarefree integers in an arithmetic progression.

Corollary (2). Let B={b,2b,3b, ■ ■ ■ } where b is squarefree and

can be factored into primes qiqi ■ ■ • qs; then we have (for S = squarefree

integers)

d(Bns) = -fl (l/(qi + 1))
it1 i=i

if the density exists.

Proof. Let ^4, consist of the positive multiples of gf fori = 1, - - - ,s.

Let {pa+i, p,+2, • • • } be the set of all primes relatively prime to b.
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We let Aj denote the set of all positive multiples of p2} for j>s. Then

S = C\Aj is nothing more than the set of squarefree integers. But we

already know that [l, p. 269]

d(S) = II (1 - l/^2) = 6A2,

where the product is over all primes p. Hence 5 satisfies the condition

(1). By the result of our theorem, we must therefore have

^n5) = n?-^^n(i-w
*-i   qk - l

= -II !/(<?*+!)• Q-E.D.
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